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1. conflict
Sentence: The opposing groups resolved their conflict by reaching an agreement.
Definition: state of strife or battle; the battle itself

2. orphan
Sentence: The family adopted the orphan and his sister.
Definition: a child without parents

3. instant
Sentence: The test was so easy it took a mere instant.
Definition: a very short period of time

4. complex
Sentence: A complex math problem has many parts.
Definition: having many parts or details that make something hard to understand or
deal with

5. simply
Sentence: I explained the ideas simply and easily.
Definition: in a basic, easy way

6. burglar
Sentence: The burglar stole jewelry from my home.
Definition: one who illegally enters a place to steal

7. laundry
Sentence: He put his dirty socks in a pile of laundry.
Definition: clothes in need of washing, or just washed

8. laughter
Sentence: They burst into laughter at the funny joke.
Definition: voice action that expresses amusement



9. employ
Sentence: I will employ my son to work at my store.
Definition: to hire or provide

10. anchor
Sentence: I threw the anchor to hold the boat in place.
Definition: device used to hold a ship or boat in place

11. merchant
Sentence: The merchant sold his goods at his shop.
Definition: trader or operator of a retail store

12. improve
Sentence: Your grades will improve if you study more.
Definition: to become or make better or enhance in value

13. arctic
Sentence: The north pole is located in the Arctic.
Definition: the northernmost part of the earth

14. mischief
Sentence: They get into mischief by playing pranks.
Definition: trouble caused by reckless or teasing behavior

15. childhood
Sentence: Babies are in the first stage of childhood.
Definition: the period of life before puberty

16. purchase
Sentence: I may not buy this, but I will purchase that.
Definition: to buy or receive in exchange for payment

17. dolphin
Sentence: A bottlenose dolphin lives at the aquarium.
Definition: intelligent marine mammal with a long snout

18. partner
Sentence: He and his partner share the work equally.



Definition: one who shares a common interest with another

19. complain
Sentence: I heard him complain that the food was bad.
Definition: to express dissatisfaction or discomfort

20. tremble
Sentence: An earthquake made the car tremble and shake.
Definition: to shake slightly

21. anthem
Sentence: The scouts sang out their anthem loudly.
Definition: a song identified with a particular group

22. illustrate
Sentence: An artist will illustrate the storybook.
Definition: to show or make clear by using pictures

23. function
Sentence: The broken machine doesn't function properly.
Definition: perform activities

24. conscience
Sentence: His conscience led him to make things right.
Definition: internal sense of right and wrong

25. apostrophe
Sentence: An apostrophe turned "will not" into"won't".
Definition: punctuation for contractions and possessives
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